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Özet: Bu çalışma son zamanlarda yapılan çalışmalarda elde edilen gelir
dagılımı eşitsizli~ ve ekonomik: büyüme arasındaki pozitif ilişkiyi yeniden
sınamaktadır. Çalışmada, zaman içinde degişmeyen Ulke karakteristilclerini
control etmek amacıyla genişletilmiş bir gelir dag:ılımı panel ve veri seti
kullanılmaktadır. Aynı zamanda daha önceki çalışmalarda kullanılan model
genişletilerek spesifikasyon hatalan en aza indirgemeye çalışılmıştır. Bulunan
sonuçlar daha onceki çalışmalann aksine, gelir d~lımı ile bUyüme arasında

bulunan pozitif ilişkinin daha çok sayıda ülke, özellikle de gelir düzeyi düşük

olan ülkelerin dahil edilmesine direnç olmadıgını ve bu ilişkinin

anlamsızlaştıgını göstennektedir.

Ahstract: This paper retests same recent findings that income inequality
İs positively related to economic growth. It uses an extended income inequality
panel data set that reduces selection bias, while cantrolling for time-invariant
country specific effec[s and extends the model used in previous studies. Resulis
suggest that in contrary to the recenl findings, the positive significant
relationship is not robust to the inclnsion of more countries, which are mostly
poor cauntries, and it becomes insignificant, although remains pasitive.

I.Introduction
The topic of growth and inequa1ity is back with us; yet this time in

reverse order. After Solow's exogenous (old) growth model, the debate, in the
Iate 50s and 60s, was how economic growth influenced the distribution of
ineome; after Romer's endogenous (new) growth model the question is now
how inequality along with some other socio-political variables affects growth.
Recent studies both in empirical and theoretical areas show that the relation
between income and growth can be both negatiye and positive. A theory rises or
falls with its assumptions and with what it includes and henee with what it
excludes. Thereforet it is theoretically almost always possible to prove any
result. So the contradictory theoretical results should not be a great surprise.
Perhaps the more interesting thing is why empirica! results are contradicting
each other. But again in this camp, the division appears along the line of
methodology.

Comprehensive surveys of the relationship between inequality and
economic growth are given by Benabou (1996) and Aghion, Caroli, and Gareia
Penalosa (1999). Cross-country regressions using the OLS method such as
Alesina and Rodrik (1994), Peaotti (1996), and Persson and Tabellini (1994)
find a negative relationship between inequality and growth in the subsequent
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period. For example Perrotti (1996) finds that "More equal soeieties have lower
fertiıity rates and higher rates of investment in edueation. Both are reflected in
higher ra[es of growth. Also, very unequal societies tend to be politiealiy and
soeialiy unstable, which is refleeted in lower rates of investment and therefore
growth." Another line of empirical researeh uses panel data techniques to
explore the relationship between inequa1ity and growth.

After Deininger and Squire (1996) made available a much larger and
eomparable panel data set about income distribution, studies using panel data
techniques on income distribution and growth have multiplied. Among them we
can mention Li and Zou (1998), Forbes (2000), and Barro (2000). The first two
of these papers use the fixed effects estimates and argue that there may be
omitted eountry specific effects which may bias the OLS estimates. They find a
positive and significant relation between inequality and growth. Whereas, Barro
uses a three-stage least squares (3SLS) instead of fixed effeets estimation.
whieh, he argues, eliminates cross-country information. He finds no significant
relation between inequality and growth. But after that he breaks up his sample
into two groups rieh and poor, he finds a negative relation between inequa1ity
and growth in the sample of poor countries and a posilive one in the sample of
rich countries.

Usuatly, the theoretical relationship between inequality and growth is
divided into three channels. First one is the credit market imperfections whieh
may be caused by higher inequality in the distribution of wealth and ineome. in
such capital market imperfections the poor may have limited aceess to eredit
and might be prevented from investing in hurnan capital or other sorts of capital
(Aghion and Bolton, 1997). The seeond ehaıınel usua11y tenned as the politica!
economy channel. Here if the median voter's income is less than the arithmetic
mean, then the median voter might vote for redistributive polieies (Alesina and
Rodrik, Persson and Tabellini, 1994). Another possibility is the social umes!.
Higher inequality in the distribution of assets and income might lead to social
unrest which might increase violenee and theft (Alesina and Perotti, 1996).

in the cross-country regressions the guiding idea is the notion of
"condüiona! eonvergence" which is a compromise of exogenous and
endogenous growth theories. A weakness of these cross--country regressions is
measurement error. Beeause of the sample size and variety of sources it is hard
to impose a unity on the data. Yet this weakness is a!so very much the strength
of these studies; beeause of the variation in so many couDtries, assessment of
long mn implications from factors such as government policies, institutional
arrangements, incorne inequality would be more reliable.

in contrast to cross-country regressions the interpretation of panel
regressions is harder to make because of mueh shorter time period. Moreover,
with short time periods, panel data techniques that do not control for time
variant variables, such as policy changes or technological innovations, may not
be suitable in a eonditional cODvergenee modeL. Forbes (2000) in her panel
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study of growth and income shows that there is a short mn positive relationship
between the two, which is in opposüion to cross-eountry long-term results. She
claims that by using higher quality data she reduces the measurement error and
by using panel data she reduces omitted variable bias. Most importantly she
does not control for time-variant variables. Her model as an artifact of
endogenous growth models relies on the basic structure of growth models that
assume conditional convergenee according to which steady state level of output
depends on govemment size, monetary or fıscal polieies, or some other
politieal-economic variables. During the relevant time period, a change in any
of these variables will affect the target level of output, which will in tum affect
the current growth rate; in fact this implies a structural change in the system.

Her contribution is the use of better estimation techniques and high
quality data to reduee the estimation bias. The Arellano-Bond estimator, by
allowing certain amount of endogeneity in the regressors, addresses the
dynamie nature of the panel data estimation. But perhaps still in some eases
some compromises can be found. Galor and Maov (2001) show that in the
initial stage of development, inequality can be positively related to growth
beeause the rich have a higher marginal saving rate, which will be channeled to
investment in physical capital. But beeause of complementarities of physical
and human capital and imperfections in credit markets, inequality will
eventually have a negative effect on growth. The model again is unrealistic
under the assumption of private savings will be invested in physical capitaL.
Because, it is well known that rnany developing countries have huge
govemment budget defieits and private savings and foreign borrowings are used
to rnake up the govemment budget deficiL

In theoretical papers inequality refers to the distribution of wealth stoek
among the people in a certain country. But clearly the income distribution in a
given year or a period is a proxy for this. Inequality is a dynamic notion and the
Gini coeffieient deady does not control for thal. First of all, as a resulf of
growth in previous periods, share of quintiles in the income distribution might
change but this may not be very well reflected in the Gini eoefficient, namely,
Lorenz curves from different periods might cross over yet the area between the
diagonal and the Lorenz curve might stay the same. Consequently this might
have different implications for growth in the long ıun. Secondly, Gini
eoefficient is not affected by the social mobility, which might have quite drastic
implications for economic growth. Besides time lag between inequality and
growth is not well established, especially in short period panels the relatianship
may not show Cıeady.

This paper differs from Forbes (2000) in two ways. First of all i use a
much bigger data set for the inequality measures. in her study Forbes has 45
eountries and most of these countries are the OECD countries and at least
middle-İneome eountries. This elearly results in a selection bias, by excluding
poorer eountries. By using the data set from Dollar and Kraay (2002), i include
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78 eountries. This might reduee the sample selection bias. Secondly, i am
controlling for the quality of the human capital by including a variable that
accounts for the schooling quality. This also helps to reduce the endogeneity in
the model because quality of the schooling might very well be correlated with
the inequality in a population. AIso because of known properties of the Kuznet's
curve the data might have a nonlinear structure. By adding a quadratic term for
the inequality variable, i change her specification from linear to nonlinear
relationship between inequality and growth.

The paper is organized as fo11ows: section 2 discusses the data set and
summarizes the deseriptive aspects of the data; section 3 presents the empirical
model and the estimation results; section 4 does the sensitivity analysis; section
5 presents conduding remarks; and in the last section there are variable
definitions, regression tables, and figures.

II.Data and Model
Following the fast growth in computing power, interest in collecting

and modeling panel data has greatly increased in recent decades. However, it is
much harder to find a panel data set that belongs to the pre 1960s. Because of
data availability most of the panel studies are re-.~tricted to the periods after the
1960s and admittedly the available number of periods are quite few. in a panel
data set each unit must have at least two consecutiye periods of observation.
Besides the limitation of time, the data co11ected from international resources
have definitional problems. in any international study, comparisons of data
whieh are collected by different ageocies and over many years are hardly
feasible. Especially the index of inequality might show variation depending on
whether it is based 00 expenditure or income or according to the recipient uoit
whether it is household or iodividual. Recently, attempts have been made to
eliminate these discrepancies by Deininger and Squire (1996). So the resulting
data set is a good improvement over the existing data sets and facilitates a study
that will tentatively address the issues of measurement error and couotry
specific time invariant effects.

i need to mention, however, that although Deininger and Squire Data is
good improvement over the existing data sets, Atkinson and Brandolini (1999)
draw attention to a few problems in this data set. They especial1y show that data
might be problematic using overtime and within countries. Yet this is the best
data available to use. Hence, we need to interpret the results we obtained
cautiously.

in this paper, i use a simHar data set as Forbes did except the inequality
data. Here i extend her mequality data set by iocluding observations from
Dallar and Kraay (2002) data set which they daim to be the IMgest data set
available up to date. This data set largely builds on the Deininger-Squire data
set. But it also includes many observations which are from a recompilation of
the UN-WIDER data set which was also used by Deininger and Squire to
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construct their "high quality data set". This is a panel data set of 137 countries
spanning the years from 1955 to 1999.

Real GDP and per capita real GDP data (in 1995 constant American
dollars) come from the World Bank's World Development Indicators. It İs

calculated using the Atlas method of the World Bank and the resultant growth
rate is calculated from the income data as a five-year period average. Education
data come from Barro and Lee (1996) and are available on the NBER website.
The observations are the average years of secondary schooling in the fema1e and
male population separately. It is used as a proxy for human capitaL.

Here i alsa İnclude a measure of the quality of education gİven in a
country by including the expenditure share of primary education per pupil in
National Income. As a measure of market distortions, i use PPPI which comes
from Penıı World Tables mark 5.6. It is the value of the mvestment deflator,
which is calculated at the Purchasing Power Parity with respect to the United
States. This variable proxies market distortions in a given country. Control
variables such as the share of agriculture in GDP, the share of urban population
in total population, the ratio of money supply to GDP (used as a measure of
financial development), the inflation rate, the share of exports and imports in
GDP also come from the World Bank CD, World Development Indicators.

A weakness of regressİon models, either cross-country or panel data,
that try to understand the factors affecting the growth rate is that they assume
that aU countries follow the same path and have the same aggregate production
function whereas in fact there are many differences regarding history, culture,
geography among countries. Yet regression is practical and there stilI may be
same comman factors that might be captured by cross-country across-time
regressions.

The specification i employ in this paper was first used by Barro and
Sa1a-i-Martin (1995). Perrotti (1996) and Forbes (2000) use the same modeL.
However, the first two models originally employed cross-eountry regression
data and Forbes extends it to the panel data model by adding a time dimension
and country dummies. The choice of independent variables can be defended on
three grounds. Firsi, comparability with the existing literature: many papers in
the existing literature use similar specifications so that my results will be
comparable with the literature. Second, there is a limited number of variables:
this is due to restricted availability of inequality data. Inclusion of many
variables will severely reduce the number of degrees of freedam. Thirdly, on
theoretical grounds: as control variiıbles only stock variables are used in order to
reduce a possible endogeneily which can be a nuisance especially in panel data
that have shorter periods. in my model i will also include a square terrn for the
inequality measure. The need to do that rises from an empirical regularity that
higher income countries tend to have lower inequality levels, which is alsa
known as the İnverted Kuznet's curve after Kuznets (1955). We can write the
model as follows
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Growtlı ==/30 +/31 Inequali~_ı +/32 Inequaliryiı-ı +/33 Incom~r_l

+ 134 MaleEducaioniH +J3s FemaleEduati0l1ıl_ı

+ 135 TeaPriu_1+ 136 TeaSeCıf_l + 136PPPI;r-ı +a; +1Jr +Ujf ' (1)

where i represents each country and t represents each time period. The growth
rate here is the ammal average growth rate for country i during period t. As
Forbes does, i will also average annual growth rate over five-year periods.
Accordingly, growth in one period will be regressed on variables from the
previous period.\footnote{ln practice that means right hand side variables will
come from the beginning of the period over which growth is averaged. e.g.,
average growth from the period 1965-1969 is regressed on the right hand side
variables from the year 1965.} in this model i also use a square term for the
inequality. The reason for this comes from the Kuznet's curve. It is empiricaUy
well known at the first stages of economic development, higher growth rates
leads to higher inequa1ity, at the later stages and development levels, inequality
tend to be reduced. This very well suggests a quadratic relation between
inequality and level of development. For the inequa1ity variable i will
experiment with various measures of inequality such as the Gini index, the ratio
of the top quintile to bottom quintile. i

III.Estimation
As estİmation techniques i use three different Panel Estimation

methods: fİxed effeets, random effects, and Arellano-Bond method. Among
these, fixed effects method is the least effident but it has better consisteney
properties than ranctom effeets if the eountry specific effeets are correlated with
other explanatory variables. But both estimation teehniques suffer from
endogeneity such as a lagged dependent variable in the right hand side and
dearly this is the case in (1). A generalized method of moments (GMM)
teehnique was proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991). This teehnique aims to
correet for the bias introdueed by the lagged endogenous variable as well as
some other endogeneity that might exist in other regressors. The way it does
this by first differencing and then instrnmenring for each regressors by using
theirlagged values.

Table 2 reports fixed effects and random effects estimation using the
data set of Dollar and Kraay (2002). This dataset includes 256 observations, in
contrast to Forbes' ı77 observations. My speeifieation of the model will be
siTnilar to that of Forbes but i will extend it by adding a square tenn for
inequa1ity, edueation quality, and period dummies. Moreover i will change the
measures of inequality and the estimation teehniques whieh are fixed effects
and randam effects. Theyare both given in Table 2, along with various
measures of inequality.ii For each estimation technique i use two different
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aGrow~, .
d . = ftı + 2ft2InequalıtYr_l' (2)
InequalıtYı_ı

Hence we eannot taIk about a one type of relatlanship between
inequality and economic growth. It is positive up to apoint and then becomes
negatiye. The tuming point for the parabala is around 44 which is around the
arithmetie mean of Gini coefficient in my sample. Considering the fact that in
the sample Gini coefficient and per capita GDP is negatively correlated, higber
inequa1ity leads to faster economic growth in richer countries but it slows down
economic growth in poorer countries.

Table 3 empIoys the same specifieation as in Table 2, bowever, this
time using the dynamic panel estimalion technique of Arellano-Bond. in this
table, i use two different measures of inequality: top of eacb column gives the
inequality measure used. This table alsa gives similar estimates for variables
other than inequality on which i will concenteate now. The consistent message
given by the table is that this relationship between inequality and economic
growth is individually insignifieant and jointly insignifkant. in eolumn (4)
although the coefficient of the top to boltom ratio looks negative, the partia!

measures of inequality, which are the Gini coefficient and top to bottom quintile
ratio.lti Top of each colurnn shows which inequa1ity measure is used in this
particular specification. Estimations in the first two columns are given by fixed
effects, and the last two by randam effects. According to the estimation results
shown in table two, lagged GDP per capita variable, pGDP, as predicted by the
condilional convergence theory, is consistently estimated as negatiye and
significanL Alsa stock human capital variables such as female education,
FemEd, and male Education, MalEd, a1though individua1ly insignificant, joint
bypothesis test shows that theyare jointly significanL The same also tme for the
quality of education variables, TeaPri and TeaSee. Yet their total effect is not
dear. The relatian of market distortions, PPPI, to economic growth, is
insignificant in the case of fixed effects but significant in the case of randam
effects. But a Hausman specification test rejects random effects in favor of fixed
effects. Consequently, i conclude that the most reliable specification in Table-2
is in column (2), which also has the highest K. in order to be able to assess the
right relationship between inequality and economic growth we have to consider
the partial effect of inequa1ity on economic growth. Column (2) estimates the
coefficient of inequality as negatiye, aIthougb not significant; but when we
consider the combined effect of inequaIity along with its square, the relationship
becomes a parabala. Therefore, the apparent insignificance of inequality
coefficients, both the linear term and the square term should not be misleading.
Because of possible mu1ticollineatity both can become insignificanL To be able
to understand the overall effect of inequality on growth i take the partial
derivative of equation according to the foIlowing equation
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effeet takes on positive value after around 7 which is smaller than anything in
my sample. According to the dynamic teehnique of Arellano-Bond, which is a
better estimation technique in case of panel data, the relationship between
inequality and economic growth is then is incondusive.

IV.Conclusion
In this paper, i tried to retest the relatian between inequality and growth.

Two panel studies done earlier, in contrast to cross-country analyses, found a
significant and positive relation between these two variables, a1beit on asmaller
data set. i tried to extend the model and data set of Forbes (2000). On a bigger
data set, i extended her model by induding a square tenn for the inequality and
also by controııing for the quality of human capital. i retested her results by
using three different estimation techniques and three dillerent measures of
inequa1ity. The estirnatian results at their best stili remain incondusiye.
Although, a fixed effects specification yields apositiye and significant
estimation of the relatian between inequality and economic growth, generalized
method of moments estiroation of Arellano and Bond do not yield any
conclusive results. The apparent conflicts between this paper and Forbes' paper
can be attributable to the model specification and using different data sets. The
data set used in this paper is a much bigger data set, and this should reduce any
possibi!ity of sample seleetion bias. in Forbes' data set half of the countries are
coming from the OECD which is known as the rich countries club. But as the
fixed effects estiınation show in this paper, inequality has different effects for
the rich and the poor. Anather possible source contributing to the conflict
between this paper and her paper is the model misspecification. in the models
tested in this paper, quadratk term for the inequahty most of the time was
jointly significant with the linear term, yet in some cases the releyant portian of
the inequality was only either increasing or deereasing part of the parabola.

i alsa did some sensitivity tests to see whether the fixed effeets
estimations might become insignificant or negatiye as well as to see whether the
dynamic panel estimation technique is affeeted by some sort of omitted Yariable
bias issues. Inclusion of Yarious sensitiYity yariables to my benchmark model
do not change the earHer results: dynamic panel estimations still show
insignificant relatian between inequality and growth in all definitions of
inequality Of equality. Clearly, because the time period in the data is yery short,
only five years, it is hard to say anything about the long term or even medium
term relationship between inequality and eeonomic growth. Consequently, i
find that the positiye and significant short mn relationship found by Forbes are
not robust to a different model specification and a larger data set that includes a
much wider seleetion of countries. In addition to a widely accepted theoretical
model, inequality data are notoriously hard to compare. So it is not surprising
that different estiınation methods bring out different results. Hence, the
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relationship between inequality and economie growth, still awaits a much more
widely aceepted theory and better data collection methods.
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Table 1: Summary Stati.stic.s
Standard

Year Mean Deviation Minimum Maximum

Inequality: 1965 40.00 10.02 22.23 62.00
Gini Index 1970 40.82 11.34 21.50 61.88

1975 38.87 9.41 17.83 57.90
1980 38.72 8.96 21.54 57.78
1985 36.72 8.77 20.97 61.76
1990 39.83 1034 23.34 63.42

log of 1965 7.40 1.47 4.66 10.34
per-capiıa GDP 1970 7.51 1.52 4.79 10.48

1975 7.65 1.54 4.93 10.50
1980 7.76 1.55 4.99 10.59
1985 7.76 158 5.02 10.64
1990 7.84 1.61 4.98 10.74
1995 7.91 1.63 5.04 10.68

Female 1965 0.53 0.63 0.00 3.10
Education 1970 0.69 0.79 0.00 3.97

t975 0.78 0.83 om 3.68
1980 0.99 0.98 001 5.11
1985 1.12 0.98 002 4.84
1990 1.29 1.02 0.03 4.69

Male 1965 0.73 0.67 0.01 2.94
Educatian 1970 0.95 0.85 0.01 3.68

1975 1.07 0.90 0.03 3.77
1980 1.33 1.04 0.04 5.07
1985 1.43 1.04 om 4.81
1990 1.61 1.09 0.09 4.85

PPPl 1965 87.09 40.74 31.36 274.03
1970 79.71 42.15 31.87 281.97
1975 101.44 54.78 36.45 384.86
1980 117.75 100.65 39.98 903.38
1985 75.63 40.70 31.79 295.09
1990 85.06 42.16 27.91 257.99

Year Mean Standard Devi ation Minimum Maximum
Studem 1965 34.52 1070 13.50 67.10
Teacher Rado 1970 33.43 10.28 9.40 63.70
Primary 1975 31.32 11.00 8.30 66.50
School 1980 30.63 11.76 8.20 64.60

1985 28.75 11.58 6.90 65.60
1990 28.75 14.34 6.10 90.40
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Student 1965 18.70 5.87 7.20 35.00
Teacher Ratio 1970 19.17 6.25 1.30 36.50
Secondary 1975 20.49 6.90 6.10 39.30
School 1980 20.35 7.90 6.30 62.40

1985 19.82 8.27 6.70 64.30
1990 18.65 6.68 6.70 37.30

Table 2- Fixed Effects and Random Effects, Dollar-Kraay Data Set

Fixed Effects Random Effeets

(1) (2) (4) (S)

Oini QSl Oini Q51

Inequality -0.00066 0.00311 0.00077 0.00108

(0.00187) (0.00082)*** (0.0015S) (0.00063)*

LpGdp -0.02806 -0,02941 -0.00011 0.00022

(0.00810)*** (0.00896)*** (0.00256) (0,00220)

FemEd 0.00269 -0,00013 -0.00787 -0.01235

(0.00974) (0.01011) (0.00691) (0.006 ı 6)**

MalEd. -0.00017 0.00263 0.00745 0.01199

(0.00917) (0.00963) (0.00632) (0.00564)**

PPPI -0.00014 -0,00018 -0.00017 -0,00019

(0.00009) (0.00010)* (0.00006)*** (0.00006)***

Sqlnq 0.00002 -0.00007 -0.00001 -0.00003

(0.00002) (0.00002)*** (0.00002) (0.00001)**

TeaPri -0.00007 0.00002 -O.OOOOS -0.00001

(0.00035) (0.00036) (0.00026) (0.00024)

TeaSee 0.00045 0.00050 0.00013 0.00015

(0.00047) (0.00050) (0.00036) (0,00034)

Observations 256 236 256 236

Countries 76 73 76 73

R-squared 0.26 0.28

Notes: Dependent variable is the average annual per-eapita growth.
Standard errars are in parentheses.
.. significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Rı is the
within· R2 for Fixed Effeets.
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Table 3: Arellano-Bond, Dollar-Kraay Data Set

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Gini Gini Q51 Q51

Ineguality 0.00043 0.00030 0.00045 -0.00026

(0.00037) (0.00206) (0.00048) (0.00166)

LpGdp -0.08173 -0.08164 -0.08272 -0.08610

(0.01088)**~ (0.01164)*** (0.01200)*** (0.0] 309)*"'*

FemEd 0.01103 0.00765 0.00198 -0.00175

(0.01069) (0.01143) (0.01215) (0.01323)

MalEd -0.0026] 0.00048 0.00679 0.01070

(0.01029) (0.01084) (0.01217) (0.01307)

PPPI -0.00025 -0.00022 -0.00027 -0.00023

(0.00009)*** (0.00010)** (0.00010)*** (0.00012)*

SgInq 0.00000 0,00002

(0.00002) (0,00005)

TeaPri -0.00060 -0.00056

(0.00041) (0.00046)

TeaSee 0.00084 0,00069

(0.00054) (0.00059)

Obs No 145 134 128 ] ] 8

Countries 44 42 42 40

Notes: Dependent variable is the average annual per-eapita growth. Standard
errors are in parentheses.
'* signifieant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** signifieant at ı %.

i i alsa experimented with the sum of middle quintiles, Q2ı Q3ı and Q4 as a measure of
equality raıher than inequality. Buı this measure does not ehange the results
dramaticalıy at all.
ii i did an extensive sel of regressions both on Forbes' own dataset using different
speeifieatiorıs. These estimations usually show that Forbes' results are robust to various
specifieations of the model as weIl as the different measures of inequality. These results
are available from the author on request.
tiı Esı.imations with the sum of middle quinti1es are done as weIl but not reported.


